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ABSTRACT 

This paper suggests a generic simulation platform that can 
be used for real-time discrete event simulation modeling. 
The architecture of the proposed system is based on a 
tested flexible input data architecture developed in Lab-
view, a real-time inter-process communication module be-
tween the Labview application and a discrete event simula-
tion software (in this case Arena). Two example 
applications in the  healthcare and manufacturing sectors 
are provided to demonstrate the ease of adaptability to such 
physical system. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing systems comprise of large and complex in-
terrelated processes and human inspired initiatives.  Con-
tinuous transformations take place inside these enterprises 
in specific time intervals. By transformation we mean 
changes in system parameters and the rules that govern 
these systems.  The result has been the introduction of 
more computers and computer controlled equipment on the 
factory floor.  This has led to the concept of computer inte-
grated manufacturing (CIM) (Jones and Saleh 1990) and 
Discrete Event Simulation modeling amongst other tech-
nologies as tools for analyzing and controlling these com-
plex systems.    
 For several years, simulation has been applied to the 
long-term planning, design and analysis of manufacturing 
systems.  These models have been termed “throw away 
models” because they are seldom used after the initial 
plans or design are finalized (Son and Wysk 2001; Smith 
and Brett 1996; Harmonosky 1995). Over the past decade, 
however, researchers and practitioners have taken advan-
tage of the power of simulation technology to develop 
simulation models that can be fully integrated into complex 
manufacturing systems and run in real-time.  The ability to 
automatically generate simulation models for certain appli-
cation has also been achieved (Son and Wysk 2001).   

 Harmonosky (1995), conducted a review of simulation 
based real-time scheduling and found the need to further 
explore the concept with look-ahead and what-if capabili-
ties. More recent attempts to use real-time simulation mod-
elling in the control and analysis of manufacturing systems 
may be found in Mullarkey et al. (2000), Rabbath et al. 
(2000), Lee et al. (2002), Dangelmaier et al. (2006) just to 
mention a few.  
 In recent years, DES is finding application in several 
non-manufacturing environments including healthcare. The 
labor intensive nature of healthcare systems however has 
made this application more challenging. Subsequently, a 
real-time application of DES in healthcare is non-existent. 
In this paper, we present a framework for accomplishing 
real-time control of a manufacturing system and which is 
adaptable to non-manufacturing systems as demonstrated 
by a healthcare application in the body of the paper.  

The proposed framework is based on a tested flexible 
input data architecture developed in Labview, a real-time 
inter-process communication module between the Labview 
application and a discrete event simulation model devel-
oped with the Arena simulation software. Two example 
applications in the  healthcare and manufacturing sectors 
are provided to demonstrate the ease of adaptability of the 
framework. 

2 A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Discrete Event Simulation in Manufacturing 
Process Control and Scheduling 

This section reviews various works that have been dedi-
cated to the application of discrete event simulation (DES) 
in shop floor control and scheduling.   
 Vaidyanathan et al. (1998) developed a discrete event 
simulation model as a daily scheduling tool.  They em-
ployed a hybrid approach that integrates a scheduler and a 
simulation model.  The simulation model plays the role of 
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modifying the output from the scheduler, and the two to-
gether become a tool for day-to-day production scheduling. 
 An earlier work by Onut et al. (1994) also shows how 
simulation was integrated into a complete shop floor con-
trol system for a semi-integrated Manufacturing System 
(S-IMS).  They developed a framework that interfaced the 
simulation system with a Material Requirement Planning 
(MRP) system, a host computer, a database Management 
System (DMS), a shop floor control system and a supervi-
sory input system.  This greatly enhanced the effectiveness 
and control of the manufacturing operations. 
 Gupta et al. (2002) propose shop floor scheduling with 
simulation based proactive decision support in a highly 
manufacturing complex system where multiple product 
parts, sequence dependent setup, molding machine specifi-
cations, mould restriction’s etc with a variety of scheduling 
and operational choices are integrated. Gupta et al. (2002) 
developed a simulation model that generates a feasible 
schedule and has ability to reschedule the system when 
sudden changes occur.  The ahead of time system parame-
ters provided the scheduler with the opportunity to find 
best schedules efficiently. 
 Potoradi et al. (2002) also developed a simulation-
based scheduling to maximize demand fulfillment in a 
semiconductor assembly facility.  They used simulation as 
an engine to generate schedules and to control various ma-
chines at execution time and also to plan for the start of 
materials.  The schedule adapts to “unforeseen” changes on 
the shop floor by the use of online data availability.  How-
ever, their data entry from the shop floor and planning sys-
tem is not fully automated, hence the model-update is quite 
slow and requires an expert and is not done frequently.  
From the above review, it will be noticed that simulation 
plays a vital role in the understanding, control and im-
provement of complex systems.  Additionally, it is ob-
served that there is basically not much difference in the ap-
proach to applying simulation in scheduling.  However, the 
details of the integration and framework are custom made 
to suit the particular environment. 
 The area of shop-floor control and scheduling demon-
strates an aspect of the capability or power of simulation 
but there is more to it.  Model generation could be auto-
mated and shop floor control performed in real-time.  A 
number of these cases are discussed in the next section. 

2.2 Discrete Event Simulation in Real-Time 
Control 

Real-time systems differ from traditional data processing 
systems in that they are constrained by certain non-
functional requirements (e.g. dependability and timing 
constraints or requirements).  An efficient simulation of 
real-time system requires a model that satisfies both simu-
lation objectives and timing constraints, Lee et al. (2001).  
Son and Wysk (2001) developed a structure and architec-

ture for automatic simulation model generation for very de-
tailed simulation models intended to be used for real-time 
simulation based shop floor control.  They identified two 
essential stages to be automated for automatic simulation 
model generation:  System specification and the associated 
model construction. In this work, Son and Wysk (2001) 
proposed a methodology for generating an Arena simula-
tion model from a resource model (in MS access 97) and a 
message-based part state graph (MPSG) based shop floor 
control model.  This was made possible because the Arena 
simulation software supports visual basic application 
(VBA), which enables application integration and automa-
tion.  Lee et al. (2001) undertook the development of a 
modeling methodology to efficiently model real-time sys-
tems to satisfy given simulation objectives and to achieve 
arbitrary timing requirements. 
 Manivannan and Banks (1991) also provide a brief re-
view of earlier attempts to building intelligent controllers 
for managing operations in a manufacturing cell with and 
without simulation. 
 In all the above cases, the gain in system performance 
as a result of the use of simulation has been noticeable.  In 
an earlier work by Wu and Wysk (1988), they observed 
that significant improvements could be made by using a 
simulation model to determine the future course for a 
manufacturing system. 
 Up to this point, the literature review has focused on 
development and applications in the manufacturing sector 
even though it is not the sole focus of this work.  It is clear 
that simulation has been used most extensively in manufac-
turing than probably any other field. The present frame-
work seeks to extend the application of real-time simula-
tion into healthcare but before presenting the concept, a 
brief critique of traditional simulation is presented in the 
next section. 

2.3 Weakness of Traditional Simulation 

By traditional simulation is meant the approach to systems 
modeling and simulation that follows the methodology of  
Banks (1998) and which Son and Wysk (2001), described 
as “throw-away” tools. This approach normally requires 
a simulation expert to build the model and is heavily de-
pendent on historical data. The main drawbacks of this ap-
proach are evident in numerous published work in simula-
tion and are summarized below with particular reference to 
simulation projects in healthcare undertaken by the authors 
of this paper (see Komashie and Mousavi 2005 and Ko-
mashie et al. 2008). The main shortcomings of traditional 
simulation are: 

2.3.1 Time consuming 

Traditional simulation often requires the manual collection 
and analysis of input data.  Mining the data and preparing 
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them for use in a model is always time consuming.  Some-
times data that is seemingly available may not be in the 
format usable for a simulation study.  In healthcare for in-
stance most processing time data and proportion of patients 
at various branches in the system are unavailable and have 
to be collected. Apart from being a time consuming exer-
cise, the data obtained and processes defined are also time 
dependent and subject to change in short cycles. 

2.3.2 Time dependent 

Due to the fact that traditional simulation is heavily de-
pendent on historical data, as the input data gets old the re-
sults of the model also become less reliable. This is a criti-
cal issue in dynamic and complex systems like healthcare 
and manufacturing. In some cases, by the time the model-
ing project is completed, the input data that was collected 
for the model may obsolete and may cause doubt in usabil-
ity of the results. When the input data to a model is not as 
reliable, then it becomes difficult to use the model to pre-
dict future events accurately. 

2.3.3 Inaccurate for Prediction 

Simulation models help to understand the operations of a 
system and serve as a cost effective, risk free platform for 
testing different configurations of the system. In addition, a 
well validated model of a system may be a useful tool for 
predicting future events. However, this is not a reliable ex-
ercise with traditional simulation which is dependent on 
historical data.  
 This has been one of the incentives for researchers and 
practitioners to research into real-time data acquisition and 
control systems.  

2.3.4 Costly 

With the expertise required and the time it takes to build 
and run good simulation models, the cost of keeping a tra-
ditional simulation model up to date and fit for predictive 
analysis would be prohibitive. To reduce this cost and pro-
viding a reliable platform for system managers to predict 
future events more accurately is part of the motivation for 
the proposed generic framework. 

The above review provide some evidence of the extent 
of the application of real-time discrete event simulation 
modeling in the manufacturing industry. With regards to 
the service industry particularly healthcare, evidence from 
comprehensive reviews conducted by Brailsford (2007), 
and Eldabi et al. (2007), indicate that the application of 
real-time discrete event simulation is non-existent. 

The concept of the proposed framework as presented 
in the next section highlights with examples, the ease of 
adaptability that makes the system applicable to a health-
care environment. 

3  CONCEPT OF THE PROPOSED GENERIC 
FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Main Features 

Our proposed framework is intended to satisfy three main 
features; Flexibility, Real-time, and Fast-forward. Flexibil-
ity guaranties the generality of the framework in terms of 
working with any set of data entries and cost model for any 
application. Real-time framework intends to make effec-
tive use of real-time data for both cost index calculations 
and simulation modeling. However, data will also be stored 
for possible historical analysis which may help with fast-
forward simulation.  
Below paragraphs define the role of these features within 
the framework; 

3.1.1 Flexible Input 

By adopting the proposed flexible data input layer architec-
ture (FDILA) definition of any number of input points, and 
acquire their data in any type becomes possible (Tavakoli 
et al. 2008). An assortment of proprietary data acquisition 
cards to wireless communication ports data can be defined 
and scanned in this system. The framework allows a wide 
variety of data type conversions. Within the architecture a 
number of data inputs can be fused to build a single input 
variable representing one virtual input. A decision modeler 
decides whether a set of data input has any noticeable ef-
fect on system performance or not. And if so the priority 
associated with that parameter is also determined. There-
fore, the sampling frequency of input data can be deter-
mined (system scan rate) in a dynamic fashion..    

3.1.2 Flexible Model Definition 

The system is capable of allowing for a wide range of 
mathematical models for defining the relationships be-
tween raw data inputs, intermediate variables, and final 
cost factors. 

3.1.3 Real-time Data Acquisition 

A dynamic frequency of data input rate (scan rate) guaran-
tees access to real-time data. The frequency of sampling 
may change based on the levels of importance of the input 
data determined by the optimizer. 

3.1.4 Real-time Simulation 

The current sampled data, together with stored data from 
the past builds up the basis for measuring Key Perform-
ance Indicators of the enterprise system. The current 
scanned data, either in raw format or translated as informa-
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tion, triggers events on the simulation platform. As a con-
sequence of real-time performance analysis. 

3.1.5 Fast-forward Simulation 

At any desired time during running the real-time simula-
tion, it may be possible to pause the stream of real-time 
data into the simulation, and instead, feed it with modified 
input data according to a ‘what-if’ scenario. The result of 
the simulation and cost model will be virtually result of the 
conditions set in input modifications. 

3.2 Data Flow 

The data flow diagram in figure 1 and the following para-
graph provide an illustration and explanation of how 
framework provides real time data for simulation and 
analysis. 

 
Figure 1: Real-time Data Flow into the Cost Model 

Based on the proposed framework, and as illustrated 
above, raw data of any type may be read at any frequency 
and restructured for later reference. Acquired data may fur-
ther be translated to any new type of information which 
may build up components of the cost index. A wide variety 
of methodology may be implemented for cost index model-
ing, which may need some of the prepared information. 
Since all input data values may not be needed by cost 
modeling algorithm at all times, a filtering algorithm may 

be structured to act as the key input selector prior to calcu-
lating the cost index components, Tavakoli and Mousavi 
(2006). Both raw data and their associated translated in-
formation are available for triggering events on a discrete-
event based simulation model. Therefore, events of the 
simulation model follow the real-time activities of the 
physical environment. The acquired real-time data is 
dumped into a database as well as being used on the real-
time simulation. This provides supply of historical data for 
both data mining techniques if needed for a part of cost 
modeling methodology, and curve fitting algorithm which 
in turn supports Fast-forward simulation. 

4  ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED 
FRAMEWORK 

An architecture is proposed in order to handle tasks and re-
sponsibilities explained in section 3 (above paragraphs). 
Two major components comprise the main functionality of 
the framework. Data Integration and Processing compo-
nent is responsible for real-time data acquisition, data fu-
sion, and pre-processing, including filtering and curve-
fitting. Simulation Modeling Engine component takes care 
of discrete-event simulation and modeling the cost index. 

4.1 Data Integration and Processing 

Flexible Data Input Layer Architecture (FDILA) intro-
duced by Tavakoli et al. (2008) is used as basis for data 
acquisition and data restructuring as well as for building up 
the cost index components. In this layered architecture, two 
main layers exist. First, a Data Integration Module (DIM) 
interfaces the network of input sensors with the next layer 
and prepares the input data as variables to be taken by the 
next layer for data processing.  DIM consists of two inter-
nal layers, Data Interface Unit (DIU) handles scanning and 
reading sensor data. In Data Fusion Unit (DFU) scanned 
input data get a structured format and possibly combine to-
gether to generate new variables. In the second layer, the 
Data Processing Module (DPM) data storage, filtering and 
analysis take place. The first layer inside DPM, the Pre-
Processing unit (PPU) controls the rate of data storage and 
access to historical data for curve fitting. The other layer of 
DPM, the Post-Processing Unit (PoPU) prepares the essen-
tial components for the Simulation Model for Cost Index 
calculation. Figure 2 shows the main components and lay-
ers designed for Data Integration and Processing. 
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Figure 2: Data Integration and Processing layers and com-
ponents 

4.2 Simulation Modeling Engine 

 Discrete event simulation as an established methodology 
for simulation of shop floor events is used on the proposed 
framework. This component is prepared for being triggered 
by real-time events flowing from Data Integration compo-
nent.  

 

 
Figure 3: Real-time Model Matching Mechanism 

 
Therefore, the process flow on the simulated model 

runs continuously based on receiving discrete events from 
shop floor activities occurring at certain points. Creation 
and progress of each entity, or batch of entities, may de-

pend on the contents of the message which is sent  to the 
Simulation Engine. Wherever on the physical environment 
a sensor provides data for the simulated model, at the cor-
responding point on the model, a mechanism is applied to 
react to the new coming data. This triggered reaction may 
be creation of a new entity, progress of an entity, or change 
of status of an entity or resource on the process flow. This 
Real-time Model Matching Mechanism (R3M) is illus-
trated on figure 3. 

In figure 3, S1, S2, and S3 are sensors which provide 
the simulated model with new data. R1, R2, and R3 are re-
ceivers following the data sent by the corresponding sensor 
data.  

4.3 R3M Implementation 

Implementation of R3M necessitates resolving certain is-
sues which are described at the following paragraphs. Once 
these issues are taken into the account of the design, a 
modeling engine is provided which is capable of handling 
real-time simulation. Such modeling engine may be used in 
quite a vast range of real-time applications where real-time 
simulation plays a role. 

4.3.1 Connection Establishment 

An IP connection between the machine on which Simula-
tion Engine runs, and the machine which holds the Data 
Integration component is sought. Only one connection is 
established between the two components even if both com-
ponents run on the same machine. Simulation Engine com-
ponent receives messages from Data Integration compo-
nent.   

4.3.2 Message Handling 

Once a message is received by the Simulation Engine, it 
meets three consecutive tasks: 

1. Decoding the message, the IP packet is 
opened and the actual message data separated 
from the metadata. 

2. Filtering the message,  messages are built to 
target particular receivers within the simu-
lated model. A unique address is associated 
with each message to guaranty the unique re-
lationship. 

3.  Extracting key information from message, 
depending on the type of the reaction that the 
triggered receiver must reflect on the process 
certain information is sent through the mes-
sage which must be extracted and interpreted. 
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4.3.3 Entity Handling 

When the content of the message is to create or change the 
status of an entity, two tasks must be accomplished in or-
der to control the access to the entity: 

1. Triggering the correct entity inside the model, 
once all information is ready for the reflec-
tion on the receiver process, if the reaction 
belongs to creation or change of status of an 
entity, or a bunch of entities, the targeted en-
tities must exist at the corresponding receiver 
point. Each entity on the simulated model, at 
the moment of creation, is given a unique 
identifier similar to  for each entity. carrying 
the serial number of the entity with the mes-
sage and checking it against the serial number 
of the entity on the simulated model guaran-
ties the concurrency of the simulated model 
with the physical environment.  

2. Handling entity queues and timings, at certain 
receiver points where entities need to be 
checked against a message before progress,  
arrival entities build up a queue. Upon receiv-
ing a message on the receiver point, the 
queue is searched for the particular entity. 
The entity which is found is de-queued and 
released to progress to the process. 

5  A HEALTHCARE AND MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS EXAMPLE 

5.1.1 Description of the Manufacturing Example 

The demo is currently installed in the AMEE lab in Brunel 
university. A conveyor system is modeled as shown in fig-
ure 4. RFID readers and tag system together with light re-
flection switches are used to generate arrival data. There 
are six stations representing six processes as an example of 
a sandwich factory. First three processes model sandwich 
preparation and are set in series. The last two processes 
representing the packing stage are set in parallel. The 
fourth process represent a quality check and division point 
for the two packing processes. Therefore, two different 
types of products may be processed. In order to guaranty 
traceability, each product is placed on a container through-
out the whole conveyer system with an RFID tag attached 
to each container. Consequently, each product corresponds 
a unique identifier to be scanned at certain points for ex-
ample at the entry into the conveyer system, and at the di-
vision point. 
A similar system is modeled in Arena simulation software, 
as shown in figure 5. R3M is implemented in connection 
with all six processes as well as the entity arrival point. 
R3M uses Arena’s real-time messaging capability for 

communicating with Data Integration Module built in Lab-
view software. 
 

    
Figure 4: A manufacturing conveyer and RFID example 

 

 
Figure 5: Manufacturing simulation system example 

RFID tags and switch status are scanned by data ac-
quisition modules implemented in the Labview software. 
The input data is pre-processed and reformatted in another 
part of the Labview software to build input variables to the 
data processing system, in which structuring the message 
and storage are done. Structured messages are then sent to 
the simulation model built in Arena software. In the simu-
lation model the received messages are processed by corre-
sponding processes to whom a message is addressed.   

Both generated events in simulation model and his-
torical data stored in Labview software connected database 
help with calculation of the cost factors. Historical data 
also helps with curve fitting of the behavior of events and 
processes  for when a ‘what-if’ scenario is to be tried in-
stead of real-time data. 

5.1.2 Description of the Healthcare Example 

The manufacturing example was adapted to an existing 
model of an emergency department to test how the system 
will work in a labor intensive environment. For the sake of 
demonstration, both the actual and simulated systems have 
been modeled as shown in figure 6. 

Just as in the manufacturing example, when a patient 
arrives in the actual system, an arrival message is sent to 
the simulated system which then creates an entity that 
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represents the patient in the simulated system. As the pa-
tient arrives at various stations in the system, messages are 
sent to the simulated system which moves the entity on ac-
cordingly. This is based on the real-time model matching 
mechanism described n section 4.2. 

The current demo uses the messaging element in the 
Arena simulation software in which the model was devel-
oped. Eventually, patients arriving in the system will be 
given RFID wrist bands which will help track the entire pa-
tient journey. 

In healthcare, however, some of the data necessary to 
determine performance cannot be tracked as in manufactur-
ing. Patient satisfaction information for instance is best ob-
tained through patient surveys. A separate  system is there-
fore being developed for online patient survey data 
acquisition to be integrated into the current framework. 

 

 
Figure 6: A healthcare simulation system example 

6 SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK 

A generic framework for real-time discrete event simula-
tion has been suggested. Starting with a review of existing 
applications of real-time simulation in manufacturing, the 
concept of this framework has been presented all the major 
components of the framework have been explained. Four 
drawbacks of traditional simulation have been identified 
which the proposed framework effectively addresses. 
 To illustrate the operating principles and adaptability 
of the proposed framework, two examples and in manufac-
turing and healthcare have been shown.  The data require-
ments of the framework are twofold; first to drive the 
simulation and secondly to provide information for deriv-
ing a cost index in the manufacturing mode and a quality 
index in the healthcare mode. 
 Work on the cost and quality indices are currently on-
going and have not been presented here. Also special data 
collection devices are being developed that will be suitable 
for the healthcare environment.  
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